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Answer all queations

Time r Three hours

) Lut (d") be an increasing sequerce of step functions on R such

that (/d") is convergent. Proye from first principle that (/n)

.converges altnosb ever-vrvhere on R.

how that a subset g of lR is null i{ and only if, there is an

ing sequence (ai.) of step functions on R such that

i. tim /d- < m and

d"(x) + ,o as n -+ oo.'ii. for all c € lE,



2. (a) Let / € I,1(R). prove that there exists a sequerce (d,) of step
run.tioos.uch Ihar o.,rr . /irl almosr fie1y11fin1c iq 1ft, 6al
thau

t,"
.l 

tl- dt, +0 os n-r.

(b) Prove that the function x -, J (t) costu belongs to lr(JR) for
each & e R, and rha,

f
.lim / /U;."-a14y- g.
{ ,d Jlq

3. (a) Let / be a function which vanishes outside the interval la,6].
Prove that if / is bounded and il the points of discontinLrity of

/ form a null set then / e Z1(R).

(b) Stdte the Monotole convergence Theoreu in t1(R) anct use it io
prove

t6 ,.
,. 

J -"-r'dr - 
2. and

lr r+t iLl. llm I 

- 

ntr': :n-6/n t+rh z

4. Sliate and prove the Dominated convergence theorem in -/,1(1R).

(Monotone convergence theorem may be assumed.)

Prove that, for B > -1,

[- , u' 
d, =i {_]).

Jo r"rc . 2(2" 1_0,



^\:I'rvgrtlwj

i's Theorem and Tonnelli,s theorem for Lebesgue integrable
R2,

ihat

./(c, s) = (c - sine)s'e-,, e Ir ((0, oo) x (0, oo))

uce that

:lR2+lR

l@,u)

be

I :L - Sl]) tI ':d,x=-
Jo r" 4

defned by

t2 - t,2: @-fu ir (x's)llo'o)

= 0 if (o,y) : (0,0).

x (0,1))? Justify youl aoswer.€ 11((0,1)

measurable function.

/ : R -+ lR is measurable if, and only if mid(_g, l, 9)
whenever g is a non-negative integrable function.

a, sequence of measurable functions olr ]R . Let
aad l" *l / almost everywhere. prove that f is

lR be a measurable functior and let . € lR. prove that

) 5 c] is measurable.

t proof, any convergence theorem that you use.)


